
PiggyPop™ let you go hog wild on the vast riches stored in the fabled piggy bank! Mingle through the
�lthy rich swines, partake in that lounge of marble and gold and catch the elusive Golden Pigs for
high payouts. Unlocking the game takes you to Unlimited Free Spins, where every win resets the

counter and gives you every chance on reaching a golden winning streak. And during Free Spins the
Golden Pigs really shine, as their value grows and grows with each one appearing on the reels - only

to double if all reels are unlocked. So jump into the glitzy splendour of pig-themed opulence!
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Global release

NOVEMBER 29,
2021

RTP

95,50%
HIT Frequency

18,93%
Volatility

HIGH
Default Max win

1.069.000 €



Paylines

INFINITY
Default bet size

1 €
Default bet range

0,20 € - 100 €
Default max multiplier

X 10.690

Key selling points

Unlimited Free Spins – every time a player lands a winning combination during bonus game the
amount of spins reset back to 3.

Golden Pig Multiplier – the Golden Pig value during Free Spins is multiplied by the number of
Golden Pig symbols across all reels. This doubles when the game is unclocked during Free Spins!

PopWins mechanic that expands the reels after each win.

Exciting Gamble Wheel that allows players to take a chance to enter improved Unlimited Free
Spins with higher starting ways.
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Target demographic

Previous PopWinsTM players who want to experience a new game using our unique winning �ow.

Players looking for a higher volatility game with potential for big wins.

Players who enjoy a game based upon one strong, dominant feature.
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Game features

Gamble Wheel

Before playing Unlimited Free Spins, you have
the option to gamble your Unlimited Free
Spins. Winning the gamble gives you a higher
starting multiplier and higher starting reels,
losing the gamble takes you back to the base
game without playing the Free Spins. You can
gamble up to twice. Win one gamble to
increase starting multiplier from and reel
height from 4 to 5. Win another gamble to
increase reel height to 6.
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Unlimited Free Spins

Unlimited Free Spins always have 3 spins.
Whenever a spin is a win, the counter resets
back to 3. Free Spins play out automatically
and ends if the counter empties out (reaches
0) where the lights on the counter indicate the
number of spins left. Free Spins start with an
x2 multiplier. The progress of unlocking the
reels in Free Spins does not fully reset
between each spin. The progress is only reset
down to the shortest reel.
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Golden Pigs Symbols

During Free Spins Golden Pig Symbols display
a multiplier value that is equal to the number
of Golden Pig symbols across all reels. When a
player wins on the Golden Pigs, their value is
multiplied by this number. When Free Spins
reels are fully unlocked, this value is doubled.

PopWins™

Winning symbols 'Pop' and 2 new symbols
appear in their place Each reel can reach a
maximum up to the 6 symbols in base game
and 8 in Free SpinsPopWins™ ends when
there are no more wins in the panel
PopWins™ are played with the same bet as
the base game.
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Multiplier

Free Spins begin with 2x Multiplier. Every new
spin the Multiplier increases by 1. After
unlocking all reels this raises to 2, so after
unlocking all reels every new spin increases
the Multiplier counter by 2. Multiplier is applied
to every win.
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Game rules

PiggyPop is a win-all-ways game with up to 524,288 ways to win. It features the exciting PopWins™
mechanic.

 

Playing

Press the spin button to play the game
Select your bet size on the Bet Level interface
Press the Autoplay icon to open the autoplay settings (if applicable)
The game panel will display your current bet size, current win, and current balance

 

How to Calculate Payline Wins – All Wins

To calculate your total WIN ALL WAYS win, add all your symbol wins together
To calculate a single symbol win, count the number of subsequent reels that contain the symbol,
starting from the left or the right
If the number of subsequent reels containing the symbol is three or greater counting from the left,
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�nd the corresponding win amount in the pay table
Otherwise, if the symbol was not present on three subsequent reels counting from the left, count
from the right
If the number of subsequent reels containing the symbol is three or greater counting from the
right, �nd the corresponding win amount in the pay table
If any of the reels contain more than 1 instance of the winning symbols, the win will be multiplied.
Multiply the number of symbols on each of the reels to get the �nal multiplier. For example, if the
�rst reel contains 2 symbols, the second reel 3 symbols and the third reel 2 symbols, the pay table
value is multiplied in the following manner: 2*3*2=12 (total multiplier)6 of a kind wins only pay from
one sideDuring gameplay, different way wins are added together

 

PopWins™ Feature

Winning symbols ‘Pop’ and 2 new symbols appear in their place
Each reel can reach a maximum up to the 6 symbols in base game and 8 in Free SpinsPopWins™
ends when there are no more wins in the panel
PopWins™ are played with the same bet as the base game

 

Getting Unlimited Free Spins
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Fully unlocking the base game (all reels to 6-high) trigger the Unlimited Free Spin
Mode%FS_INFO%

 

Unlimited Free Spin Gamble

Before playing Unlimited Free Spins, you have the option to gamble your Unlimited Free Spins
Winning the gamble gives you higher starting reels, losing the gamble takes you back to the base
game without playing the Free Spins
You can gamble up to twice
The number of Unlimited Free Spins is 3
Every time there is a win on a spin the number of Unlimited Free Spins is reset back to 3
Win one gamble to increase starting reel height from 4 to 5
Win another gamble to increase the reel height to 6

 

Playing Free Spins

Free Spins start with an x1 multiplier
Each spin increases the multiplier by 1 after the wins are paid
Fully unlocking the game in Free Spins raises the Golden Pigs multiplier increase to x2 per every
Golden Pig symbol on reels.
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The progress of unlocking the reels in Free Spins does not fully reset between each spin
The progress is only reset down to the shortest reelFor example, if the reels are of height 6-6-7-8-6
at the end of a spin, the next spin starts with reel heights 6-6-6-6-6 because the shortest reel was 6
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Game menus

Game Panel
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Expand this image

Cash Bet - Displays the current bet. Clicking on it allows to change the bet size.A -

Ways Counter - Counter displaying the current number of winning ways depending on the
reels heights.

B -

Win - Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.C -

Balance - Displays the player's account balance.D -

Options - Burger icon button that takes the player to game options panel.E -

Buy Bonus - Pressing this button allows the player to purchase access to the Unlimited Free
Spins as well as gamble the free spins for a chance at improved starting ways and multiplier.

F -

Cash Bet - Displays the current bet. Clicking on it allows to change the bet size.G -

Spin - Starts the game. When the reels are spinning, the spin button transforms into the Stop
Button. Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.

H -

Autoplay - Players can make the game play without pressing the spin button each time.
Choose the number of rounds to auto play by pressing the Autoplay button.

I -
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Options Panel

Expand this image

Exit - Displays the current bet. Clicking on it allows to change the bet size.A -

Volume - Press this switch to mute or unmute the game.B -

Fast Play - Press this switch to enable or disable the game fast play option.C -

Game Info - Press this button to enter the game Paytable and description of features.D -
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Game Rules - Press this button to enter the game rules.E -
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Additional information

If a player’s game is interrupted during play, they may replay the game round after restarting the
game within 1 hour after interruption. After that time, any winnings from an interrupted game will
be added to the player’s account. If the player chooses to skip the replay, the win will be added to
the player’s balance immediately

In any situation where the replay-functionality is not suf�cient, please contact the gaming
website’s support team
In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts
are rendered void and all affected bets refunded

This is game rules version 1.0, dated 03/08/2021.

To make available any previous version, please use the contact form at
https://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/contact

Randomization

The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certi�ed random
number generator
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